Our Customers

“We use mostly hardwoods, and our Techno CNC machine has given us unlimited capabilities in carving, sign-making and high-end furniture design. It has completely changed us from furniture restoration to furniture manufacturing. It was the best servo machine on the market for its size, not to mention Techno’s salesperson, John, who was very helpful in getting us started. The software is also the best you can buy, and it works with all CAD programs because it uses G-Code. It’s easy and continues to meet our needs completely!”

Company: Designer Woodworking
Contact: Edward Krieger
Location: Manhattan, Kansas
Market: Architectural Millwork
Wood Specialty Items
Shop size: 2,000 sq.ft.
Customer: Since 1995
Model: Gantry III Tabletop 054
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“The Techno router was the only one that had all the technical features, like ball screws and servomotors, needed to produce the quality we were looking for at a price we could afford. On several occasions we had an idea for a new display in the morning then had several built and assembled by the end of the day. The Techno machine has also saved us in contract manufacturing costs that help us stay competitive in this low-margin business.”

Company: JC Solutions
Contact: Jin Kim
Location: Port Washington, NY
Market: Store Fixtures
Shop size: 100,000 sq.ft.
Customer: Since 2001
Model: LC Series 4896 and Premium Class 5996

“We purchased the machine because it was very well built. The Techno factory being local also was a plus. I can’t complain about anything. The machine is extremely easy to use and cuts our parts perfectly. We paid for the machine on the first run of radius molding blanks we cut”

Company: Old World Mouldings
Contact: Al Havrenek
Location: Bohemia, NY
Market: Wood Mouldings
Shop size: 20,000 sq.ft.
Customer: Since 2003
Model: LC Series 4896
www.oldworldmouldings.com